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COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
COM(92)  489  final  - SYN  392 
Brussels,  30  November  1992 
Re-examined proposal for  a 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
on the minimum  requirements  for  improving the safety and 
health protection of workers  in surface  and  underground 
mineral-extracting industries 
(Twelfth Individual Directive within the meaning of 
Article 16(1)  of Directive 89/391/EEC) 
(presented by the Commission  pursuant to Article 149{2)(d) 
of the EEC  Treaty) • 
The  iniiial proposal  for  this directive  was  transmitted to the  Council  by 
the  Commission  on  17  February  1992(1). 
This  proposal  for  a  Council  directive,  based  on  Article  l18a  of  the  EEC 
Treaty,  is the  twelfth  individual  directive within the meaning  of  Article 
16(1)  of  Directive 89/391/EEC  (Council  Directive on  the  introduction of 
measures  to encourage  improvements  in the  safety  and  health of  workers  at 
work- "Framework Directive"). 
The  proposal  seeks,  using  minimum  requirements, 
to  improve  the safety  and health protection of  workers  in the mineral-
extracting  industries 
and fills the  legislative gap  resulting  from  the exclusion of  the 
extractive industries  from  the  scope  of  Council  Directive  89/654/EEC 
("Workplace Directive"). 
The  European  Parliament  (first reading)  and  the  Economic  and  Social 
Committee  gave their opinions  on  13  May  1992  and  24  April  1991 
respectively. 
The  Commission  sent the Council  an  amended  version of  its proposal(2)  on 
19  June  1992. 
On  24  June  1992  the Council  adopted  a  common  position which  was  examined  by 
the  European  Parliament  (second  reading)  on  26  October  1992  and  adopted 
subject to  9  amendments. 
Of  these  9  amendments,  the  Commi'ssion  has  agreed to  incorporate  8  in their 
entirety or  in part  in its re-examined  proposal. 
It rejected  amendment  No  1,  its opinion on which  is as  follows: 
(The  numbering  given  below  is that  used at the sitting of  26  October.) 
Amendment  No  1:  (Annex,  Part  A,Point  la  - new) 
Proposes  adding  "risk assessment"  at the  end  of  the  preli~inary note. 
Comments:  It does  not  seem  advisable  to make  additions to the  "standard" 
text used  in all other Directives  for  the  same  purpose. 
(1)  COM  (92)  14  final  •  SYN  392 
(2)  COM  (92)  251  final  - SYN  392 
IJ Common  position adopted by  the 
Council  on  24  June  1992 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Having• r-egard: to  the  Trea,ty· establishing  the 
. European  Economic  Community,  and· in part•icular 
Art i.e l'e·  1  1'8a  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the 
c·ommission<1>,  drawn  up  after consultation with 
the  Safety and  Health· Commission  for  the  Mining· 
and  Other  Extractiye  Industries, 
In  c.o- opef.at·i on  with  the  European· 
Part iament·C2>, 
Having regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Sociat: Committee<3>, 
Wherea&  Article 118a  of  the  EEC  Treaty  provides 
that  the  Counctl  shatl  adopt,  by means  of 
Directi·ves·,  mini·mum  requi.rements  for  encoufaging 
'improvements,  especially Jn  the  working 
environment,  to  guarantee  a  better  level  of 
protection  o.f  the. sa.fety  and. health  workers; 
Whereas,  pursuant  to that  Article,  such 
Directives  must  avoi.d  imposing  administrat·ive, 
·financial  and  legal  constra·ints  which  would  hold. 
back  the creation andd•velopment  of  smald  and 
medium-sized  undertakings; 
Whereas  the  impr.ovement·>oJ  workers•  safety, 
hyg,iene  and  health  at  work.  is  an  objective  which 
sho.uld  not  be  subordinated.· to purely. economic 
. considerations·; 
Whereas  Counc:i l  Directive. 89/654/EEcC4>ot 
30  No.vember  1989  concerni:ng  the  minimum  safety 
and  hea.l'th  requirements  for  the  workplace  (first 
individua·L Directiv.e  wi·thin  the meaning  of 
Artic~e 1~(1)  of  Directive 89/391/EEC  does  not 
apply  to  the extractive  industries; 
Whereas  compliance  with  the  minimum  requirementL 
designed  ~o guarantee  a  better  standard  of  safety 
and  hea{th  for  the  mineral-extracting  industries 
through  drilling  is  essential  to  ensure  the 
safety and  health  of  workers; 
Whereas  surface  and  underground  mineral· 
ex.tract ing  industries constitute  an  area  of 
activity  likely  tQ  expose  workers  to  particularly 
high  levels  of  risk; 
Re-examined  proposal  I 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the common 
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Whereas  this Directive  is  an  individual  Directive 
within  the  meaning  of  Article  16(1)  of  Council 
Directive 89/391/EEC  of  12  June  1989  on  the 
introduction  of  measures  to  encourage 
improvements  in  the  safety and  health  of  workers 
at  work<S>;  whereas,  therefore,  the provisions 
of  the  said Directive  apply  in  full  to surface 
and  underground  mineral-extracting  industries 
without  prejudice  to  more  stringent  and/or 
specific  provisions  contained  in  this Directive; 
Whereas  the  ancillary surface  installations  of 
surface  and  underground  mineral-extracting 
industries  as  defined  in  Article  2(a)  of  this 
Directive  are  subject  to  the  provisions  of 
Directive  89/654/EEC; 
Whereas,  on  •••••.•. ,  the  Council  adopted 
Directive 92/ .••  /EEC  on  the  minimum  requirements 
for  improving  the  safety and  health  protection  of 
workers  in  the  mineral-extracting industries 
through  drilling  (eleventh  individual  Directive 
within  the  meaning  of  Article  16(1)  of  Directive 
89/391/EEC)C6>; 
Whereas  this Directive  is  a  practical 
contribution  towards  creating  the  social 
dimension  of  the  internal  market, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE: 
SECTION 
General  provisions 
Article  1 
Subject 
1.  This  Directive,  which  is  the  twelfth 
individual  Directive  within  the  meaning 
of  Article  16(1)  of  Directive 89/391/EEC, 
lays  down  minimum  requirements  for  the 
mineral-extracting  industries defined  in 
Article  2Ca). 
2.  The  provisions  of  Directive 89/391/EEC 
shall  apply  in  full  to  the  sphere 
referred  to  in  purograph  1,  without 
prejudice  to  more  stringent  and/or 
specific  provisions  contained  in  this 
Directive. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
position remains  unchanged). 
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.Article  2 
Oef ini t:i ons· 
·f.or  the  purpose  o-f  .th i·s  'O'i•rec.t ive: 
(a)  "surface :and'  underground  mi·ner.al.-
ex:t.rac.t-ing  Jndus·td es·"···shall  ·mean .al-l' 
i·ndus.t.r:i'es  pr.·act ising:: 
·s~rf.ace or  u.nde.rground ·extrac•t:i-on,  in 
· .the ·s.tr.i•ct  sense  of  ·the .word·,  -of 
mineral's,,  and/  or 
prospecting .w·i·th  a  ·v·i ew  to  such· 
ex'tr.acti:on. and/or 
,prepa:r:at ron .o.f  extracted: .mater·i a ls 
fo:r.  ·sa:le,  exc.lud.i"ng·  the  acti'v.it.ies· of 
:proces·s:i:ng  ·the  mater:.i·als  extracted;,· 
exd;ud~hlg ;the ·m-i:ner.al~ex.t:ract.i:ng · 
i ndus·t r i·es  .through  dr in  i.ng  .def i:ned  in 
Article  2•(;a.)  of  O.i recti v.e  92/ ....  /EEC; 
(b)  "wor.kp.lace"· shaJ·l  mean  the  who'Le  area 
i·ntended' ·to. house  workstat'i·ons,  re'l at·i ng 
to  the  immed'ia.te  and  ancillary acti.viti·es 
-and  .•  i•ns-tallat.ions  of- the  surface -.or 
underground  mfnera l·-·ex't:ract i ng 
industri-es,,  including  overburden  dumps 
and- other  t·i.ps  and  accommoda·t·i·on,  where 
provided.,  :to ·wh·i:ch  work·er.s  ·nave .access  in 
the ~ontex~ ~f their ~ork. 
:SECl•t:ON  'II 
·employers·•  ·obl'i·ga:t·i ons 
Article  3. 
Gen~ral  obl i gat i·ons 
r.  To  safeguard  the ·safety  and ·health ·of 
workers,·the  employer  shall  talc:e  the 
necess·ary  measures  to  ensure  that:. 
(a)  workplaces  ar~ desi~ned,  constructed, 
equ·i.pped,·  commi:ss.i oned,  operated  and 
maintained  in .such  a  way  that ·workers  c·an 
perform  the ·work ·assigned  to  them  without 
endangering  their  safety and/or  health 
and/or  those of other  workers; 
Re.-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common  I 
position remains  unchanged).  --4 
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(b)  the. operation  of  workplaces  when  workers 
are  present  takes  place  under  the 
supervision  of  a  person  in charge; 
(c)  ·work  involving  a  special  risk  is 
entrusted only  to  competent  staff and 
carried out  in  accordance  with  the 
instructions  given; 
(d)  all  safety  instructions are 
comprehensible  to all  the  workers 
concerned; 
(e)  appropriate  fist·aid,.facilhies are 
provided; 
(f)  any  relevant  safety drills are  performed 
at  regular  Intervals. 
2.  The  employer  shall  ensure  that  a  document 
concerning  safety  and  health,  hereinafter 
referred  to as "safety and  health 
document",  covering  the  relevant 
·requirements  laid down  in Articles 6,  9 
and  10  of  Directive 89!391/EEC,  is drawn 
and  kept  up  to  date. 
The  safety and  health  document  shall 
demonstrate  in particular that: 
the  risks  to  which  workers  at  the 
workplace  are  exposed  have  been 
determined  and  assessed; 
adequate measures  will  be  taken  to 
attain  the  aims  of  this Directive; 
the design,  use  and  maintenance  of 
the  workplace  and  of  the equipment: 
are safe. 
The  safety ond·health  document  must  be 
drown  up  before  work  starts  and  be 
revised  1f  the  workplace  has  undergone 
major  changes,  extensions  or  conversions. 
3.  Where  workers  from  several  undertakings 
are  present  at  the  same  workplace,. each 
employer ·shall  be  responsible  for  all 
matters  under  his  control. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position remains  unchanged). 
....  ;  -
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The  employer  who,  in  accordance  with 
national  laws  and/or  practices,  is  in· 
charge  ~f  the  workplace,  shall  co-
ordinate  the  implementation ·of  all  the 
measures  concerning  the  safety and  health 
.of  the  workers  and shall  state,  in  hi~ 
safety and health  document,  the  aim  of 
that  co-ordination  and.the  measures  and 
procedures  for  implementing .it. 
The  co-ordination shall  not  affect  th~ 
responsibility  of  the  individual 
employers  as  provided  for  in Directive 
89/391/EEC. 
4.  The  employer  shall  report  any  serious 
and/or  fatal  occupational  accidents  and 
situations of  serious danger  to  the 
competent  authorities  as  soon  as 
possible. 
Article  4 
Protection  from  fire,  explosions  and 
health-endangering  atmospheres 
The  employer  shall  take  measures  and  precautions 
appropriate  to  the nature  of  the  operation: 
to  avoid,  detect  and  combat  the starting 
and  spread  of  fires  and  explosions,  and 
to  prevent  the  occurrence  of  explosive 
and/or  health-endangering  atmospheres. 
Article 5 
Escape  and  rescue  facilities 
The  employer  shall  provide  and  maintain 
appropriate  means  of  escape  and  rescue  in  order 
to  ensure  that  workers  have  adequate 
opportunities  for  leaving  the  workplaces  promptly 
and  safely  in  the  event  of  danger. 
Article  6 
Communication,  warning  and  alarm 
systems 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position remains unchanged). 
;. 
. ·······-··--·-··-···--···---·-·---------------'--~-----------------------' 
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The  employer  shall  take  the  requisite measures  to 
provid~' the  ne~essary  wa~ning and  other 
communication  systems  to  enable assistance, 
escape  and.rescue  operations  to  be  launched 
immediately  if  the  need  arises. 
Article  7 
Keeping  workers  informed 
1.  Yithout  prejudice  to Article  10  of 
Directive 89/391/EEC,  workers  and/or 
their  representatives  shall  be  informed 
of  all  measures  to  be  taken  concerning 
safety  and  health  at  workplaces,  and  in 
particular  of  those  relating  to  the 
implementation  of  Articles  3  to 6. 
2.  The  information  must  be  comprehensible  to 
the  workers  concerned. 
Article 8 
Health  surveillance 
1.  To  ensure  that  workers  receive  health 
_surveillance  appropriate  to  the  health 
and  safety  risks  they  incur  at  work, 
measures  shall  be  introduced  in 
accordance  with  national-law and/or 
practices. 
2.  The  measures  referred  to  in  paragraph  1 
shall  be  such  that  each  worker  shall  be 
entitled to,  or  shall  undergo,  health 
surveillance before  being  assigned  to 
duties  related  to  the activities referred 
to  in Article 2  and  subsequently at 
regular  intervals. 
3.  Health  surveillance may  be  provided  as 
part  of  a  national  health  system. 
Article 9 
Consultation  of  workers  and  workers• 
participation 
Consultation  and  participation of  workers  and/or 
of  their  representatives  shall  take  place  in 
accordance  with  Article  11  of  Directive 
89/391/EEC  on  the matters  covered  by  this 
Directive. 
Article  10 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article  149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternative  text  is  shown,  the  common 
position remains  unchanged). 
--------------------------------------'------~-,---,---,-,-----------__l 
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Minimum  requirements  for  safety and  health 
Workplaces  used  for  the first  time  after 
the date  on  which ·this Directive  is 
brought  into effect as  referred to  in 
Article  13(1)  must  satisfy the minimum 
safety and  health  requirements  laid down 
in  the  Annex. 
2.  Workplaces  already  in  use before  the date 
on  which  this Directive  is brought  into 
effect  as  referred  to  in Article 13(1) 
must  satisfy  the minimum. safety  and 
health  requirements  laid down  in  the 
Annex  as  soon  as  possible  and  at  the 
latest nine  years  after  that  date. 
3.  When  workplaces  undergo  changes, 
extensions  and/or  conversions  after  the 
date  on  which  this Directive  is  brought 
into effect  as  referred to  in 
Article 13(1),  the  employer  shall  take 
the  measures  necessary  to  ensure  that 
those  changes,  extensions  and/or 
conversions  are  in compliance  with  the 
correspo~ding minimum  requirements  laid 
down  in  the  Annex. 
SECTION  Ill 
Other  ~revisions 
Article  11 
Adjustments  to  the  Annex 
P~~ely technical  adjustments  to  the Annex  in  line 
with: 
the  adoption  of  Directives  in  the  field 
of  technical  harmonization  and 
standardisation  concerning  surface or 
underground  mineral-extracting 
industries, 
and/or 
technical  progress,  changes  in 
international  regulations  or 
specifications,  and  new  findings 
concerning  the  surface  or  underground 
mineral-extracting  industries, 
1 . 
Re-~xamined proposal 
under  Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no alternative text  is shown,  the comaon 
position remains  unchanged). 
Workplaces  used  for  the  first  time  after 
31  December  1993  must  satisfy  the  minim~ 
safety and  health  requirements  laid  down 
in  the  Annex. 
' 
' 
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(If  no 
Re-examined  proposal  j 
under Article 149(2)(d)  I 
alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
f------·---- ----------------------+--··----------·-----.. ----~----- ~.  ~ --·------j 
shall  be  adopted  in  accordance  with  the  procedu~e 
laid  down  in  Article  17  of  Directive 89/391/EEC. 
Article  12 
Mineral-extraction by  dredging 
Member  States  shall  be  entitled not  to apply  this 
Directive  to mineral-extraction  by  dredging 
provided  that  they ensure  the protection of  the 
wo1'kers  concerned  in  line  with  the  g-ene·ral 
principtes  of  the protection of  the  safety and 
health  of  .worl<:ers  laid  down  in  this Directive, 
takiAg  into  account  the specific  risks  involved 
in minerat-extraction  by  dredging. 
Article  l3 
Final  provisions 
Member  States  shall  b1'ing  into  force  the. 
laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
provisions  necessary  to  comply  with  this 
Directive not  later  than  24  months  after 
its adoption.  They  shall  forthwith 
inform  the  Commission  thereof. 
2.  When  Member  States  adopt  the  measures 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1,  the  measures 
shall  contain  a  reference  to  this 
Directive  or  shall  be  accompanied  by  such 
reference  on  the  occasion  of  their 
official  publication.  The  methods  of 
making  such .a  reference shall  be  laid 
down  by  Member  State~. 
3.  Member  States shall  communicate  to  the 
Commission  the  texts  of  the  provisions  of 
national  law  which  they  have  already 
adopted,  or  are  to  adopt,  in  the  field 
governed  by  this Directive. 
4.  Member  States  shall  report  to  the 
Commission  every  five  years  on  the 
practical  implementation  of  this 
Directive,  indicating  the  views  of 
employers  and  workers. 
1.  Member  States  shall  bring  into  force  the 
laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
proviiions  ~ecessary to  comply  with  this 
Directive not  later  than  31  December 
i993.  They  shall  forthwith  inform  the 
Commission  the~eof. 
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The  Commission  shall  inform  the  European 
Parliament,  the  Council,  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee,  the Safety  and  Health 
Commission  for  the  Mining  and  Other 
Extractive  l~dustries and  the  Advisory 
Committee  on  Safety,  Hygiene  and  Health 
Protectirin at  Work'thereof. 
Article  14 
This  Directive  is  addressed  to  the Member  States. 
Done  at  luxembourg, 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
ANNEX 
MINIMUM  SAfETY  AND  HEALTH  REQUIREMENTS 
AS  REFERRED'TO  IN  ARTICLE  10  Of  THE 
DIRECTIVE 
Part  A:  Common  minimum  requirements  applicable  to 
surface  and  underground mineral-
extracting  industries  and  to  ancillary 
surface  installations 
1.  PRELIMINARY  NOTE 
The  obligations  laid down  in  this ~nnex 
•pply  whenever required  by  the  features 
of  the  workplace,  the activity,  the 
circumstances  or  a  specific .ri·sk. 
2.  SUPERVISION  ANO  ORGANISATION 
2. 1  Organisation  of  workplaces 
0. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
Of no  at ternative text  is  shown,  the  corm1on 
position remains  unchanged). 
ANNEX 
MINIMUM  SAFETY  AND  HEALTH  REQU.REMENTS 
AS  ~EFERRED TO  IN  ARTICLE  10  OF  THE 
DIRECTIVE 
PRELIMINARY  NOTE 
The  obligations  laid  down  1n  this  Annex 
apply  whenever  required  by  the  features 
of  the workplace,  the  activity,  the 
circumstances or  a  s~ecific risk. 
Part  A:  Common-minimum  requirements  applicable  to, 
surface  and  underground  mineral-
extracting  industries  and  to  ancillary 
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Workplaces  must  be  so  organised  as  to 
provide  adequate  protection  against 
hazards.  They  must  be  kept  in  good 
order,  with  any  hazardous  substances  or 
deposits  removed  or  controlled  in  order 
not  to  endanger  the  health  and  safety 
workers. 
Yorkstations  must  be  designed  and 
constructed according  to  ergonomic 
principles  taking  into  account  the  need 
for  workers  to be  able  to  follow 
o.perat1ons  taking  p-lace  at .their 
wor.kstations. 
Where  works tat ions  &re  o~cupied by  lone 
·workers,  a~uate SlJj)ervisioo  or  means  of· 
communication  must  be  ~rovided. 
2.2  Perso1<1  in charge 
A responsible person  who  has  the  skills 
and  competence  req-uired  fer  this ®ty,  in 
accordance  with  the  natiooal  la~o~s  and/or 
practices,  and  wno  has  been  appointed  by 
the  employer,  must  at  atl  times  be  in 
charge  of  every  workplace  when  workers 
are  present; 
The  employer  may  personally  assume 
responsibility  for  the  workplace  as 
referred  to  in  the  first  subparagraph,  if 
he  has  the skills and  competence  required 
for  the  purpose,  in  accordance  with 
national  laws  and/or  practices. 
2.3  Supervision 
·ro  ensure  workers" safety  and  health 
protection during  all  operations 
undertaken,  the  necessary  supervision 
must  be  provided  by  persons  having  the 
skills  and  competence  for  this  duty,  in 
accordance  with  the  national  laws  and/or 
practices,  having  been  appointed  by  the 
employer  or  on  his  behalf  and  acting  on 
his  behalf. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article 149(2)(d} 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position remains  unchanged). 
To  ensure  workers'  safety  and  health 
protection during  all  operations 
undertaken,  the  necessary  supervision 
must  be  provided  by  persons  having  the 
skills  and  competence  for  this  duty,  in 
accordance  with  the  national  laws  and/or 
practices,  having  been  appointed  by  the 
employer  or  on  his  behalf  and  act1ng  on 
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(If no  alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged).  _ 
The  employer  may  personally  undertake  the 
supervision  referred  to  in  the .first 
subparagraph  if  he  has  the  skills and 
competence  required  for  the-purpose,  in 
accordance  with  national  laws  and/or 
practices. 
2.4  Competent  workers 
When  workers  are  present  at  any 
workplace,  there  must  be  a  sufficient 
number  of  workers with  the  requisite 
skills,  experience  and  training  to 
perform  the  tasks  assigned  to  them. 
2.5  Information,  instructions  and  training 
Workers  must  be  given  the  necessary 
information,  instructions,  tra1n1ng  and 
re-training  to  ensure  their  health  and 
safety. 
The  employer  must  ensure  that  workers 
receive  comprehensible  instructions  so  as 
not  to  endanger  their safety and.health 
or  those of  other  workers. 
2.6  Written  instructions 
written  instructions specifying  rules  to 
be  observed  to ensure  the  safety and 
health  of  workers  and  the  safe  use  of 
equipment  must  be  drawn  up  for  every 
workplace. 
These  must  include  information  on  the  use 
of  emergency  equipment  and  action  to  be 
taken  in  the  event  of  an  emergency  at  or 
near  the  workplace. 
2.7  Safe  working  methods 
Safe  working  methods  must  be  applied at 
each  workplace  or  in  respect  of  each 
activity. 
2.8  Work  permits 
The  employer  may  personally  undertake  the 
supervision  referred  to  in  the  first 
subparagraph  if  he  has  the skills  and 
competence  required  for  the  purpose,  in 
accordance  with  national  laws  and/or 
practices. 
-- -----------·-----~--------------'----------------------' 
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under  Article 149{2){d) 
(If  no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
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Yhere  required  by  the  safety  and  health 
document,  a  system  of  work  permits  must 
be  introduced  for  carrying  out  both 
hazardous  activities  and  usually 
straightforward activities  which  may 
interact  with  other activities  to  cause 
serious  hazards. 
Work  permits  must  be  issued  by  a  person 
in  charge  before  work  starts and  must 
specify  the  conditions  to  be  fulfilled 
and  the  precautions  to  be  taken  before, 
during  and  after  the  work. 
2.9  Regular  review  of  safety and  health 
measures 
The  employer  must  ensure  that  the 
measures  taken  to  protect  the  safety  and 
health  of  the  workers,  including  the 
safety  and  health  management  system,  are 
regularly  revfewed  to  ensure  compliance 
with  this Directive. 
3.  MECHANICAL  AND  ELECTRICAL  EQUIPMENT  AND 
PLANT 
3.1  General 
Selection,  installation,  commissioning, 
operation  and  maintenance  of  mechanical 
and  electrical  equipment  must  take  place 
with  due  regard  for  the  safety and  health 
of  workers,  t~king into consideration 
other  provisions  of  this  Directive  and  ~f 
Directives  89/392/EEc<7> and 
89/655/EEC(8). 
If  located  in  an  area  within  which  risk 
of  fire  or  explosion  fr.om  ignition  of 
gas,  vapour  or  volatile  liquid exists,  or 
is  likely  to  exist,  equipment  must  be 
suitable  for  use  in  that  area. 
Equipment  must,  if  necessary,  be  fit  ted 
with  suitable protective devices  and 
fail-safe  systems. 
3.2  Specific  provisions 
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~echanical  equipment  and  plant  must  be  of 
adequate  strength  and  free  from _patent 
defect  and  suitable  for  the  purpose  for 
which  it  is  intended. 
Electrical  equipment  and  plant  must  be  of 
sufficient  size  and  power  for  the  purpose 
for  which  it  intended. 
Mechanical  and  electrical  equipment  and 
installations  must  be  so  installed and 
protected as  to  prevent  danger. 
4.  MAINTENANCE 
4.1  General  maintenance 
A suitable scheme  should  be  set  up 
providing  for  the systematic  examination, 
maintenance  and,  where  appropriate, 
t~sting of· mechanical  and  electrical 
equipment  and  plant. 
All  maintenance,  examination  and  testing 
of  any  part  of  the  plant  and  equipment 
must  be  carried out  by  a  competent 
person. 
Records  of  examinations  and  tests must  be 
made  and  kept.  in  an  appropriate manner. 
4.2  Safety  equipment  maintenance 
5. 
5.1 
Adequate  safety equipment  must  be 
maintained  ready  for  use  and  in good 
worktng  order  at  all  times. 
Maintenance  must  be  undertaken  with  due 
regard  to  operations. 
PROTECTION  FROM  EXPLOSION  RISKS,  HARMFUl 
ATMOSPHERES  ANO  FIRE  HAZARDS 
General 
Measures  must  be  t~ken for  assessing  the 
presence  of  harmful  and/or  potentially 
explosive· substances  in  the  atmosphere 
·ana  for  measuring  the  concentration of 
such  substances. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article  149(2)(d) 
·------------ I 
(If no  alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
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Where  required  by  the  safety and  health 
document,  monitoring  devices  measuring 
gas  concentrations  at  specified places 
automatically  and  continuously,  automatic 
alarms  and  devices  to  cut  off  power 
automatically  from  electrical 
installations and  internal  combustion 
engines  must  be  provided. 
Where  automatic  measurements  are  provided 
for,  tne  values  measured  must  be  recorded 
and  kept  as  stipulated  in  the  safety  and 
health  document. 
Smokin9  is  fo-rbidden  in areas  subject  to 
particular fire or  explosion  hazards. 
The  use  _of  any  open  flame  11nd  the 
execution  of  any  work  that  may  give  rise 
to  an  ignition hazard  is prohibited 
unless  adequate  safety precautions  are 
taken  to  prevent  the  occurrence  of  fires 
or  explosions. 
Protection  from  explosion  risks 
All  necessary measures  must  be  taken  to 
combat  the  formation  and  accumulation  of 
explosive  atmospheres. 
In  areas  where  there  are  risks  of 
explosion,  all  necessary  measures  must  be 
taken  to  prevent  the  ignition of 
explosive  atmospheres. 
An  explosion  prevention  plan detailing 
the  equipment  and  measures  required  must 
be  prepared. 
5.3  Protection  from  harmful  atmospheres 
5 .3.1  Where  harmful  substances  accumulate  or 
may  accumulate  in  the  atmosphere, 
appropriate measures  must  be  taken  to 
ensure  their  suppression  or  their 
collection at  source  and  removal. 
(If  no 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article  149(2)(d) 
alternative text  is shown,  the 
position remains  unchanged). 
coanon 
Where  harmful  substances· accumulate  or 
may  accumulate  in  the  atmosphere, 
appropriate  measures  must  be  taken  to 
ensure  their: 
suppression  at  source  or 
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5.4.3 
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The  system must  be  capable  of  dispersing 
such  harmful  atmospheres  in such  a  way 
that  workers  are  not  at  risk. 
Yithout  prejudice  to  Directive 
89/656/EEc<9>,  appropriate  and 
sufficient  breathing  and  resuscitation 
equipment  must  be  available  in  areas 
where  workers  may  be  exposed  to 
atmospheres  which  are  harmful  to  health. 
In  such  cases,  a  sufficient  number  of 
workers  trained  to  use  such  equipment 
must  be  present  at  the  workplace. 
The  equipment  must  be  suitably stored  and 
maintained. 
Where  toxic  gases  are,  or  may  be,  present 
in  the  atmosphere,  a  protection plan 
detailing  the  protective  equipment 
available  and  the  preventive measures 
taken must  be  available. 
Protection  from  fire  hazards 
Wherever  workplaces  are designed, 
constructed,  equipped,  commissioned, 
operated  or  maintained,  adequate measures. 
must  be  taken  to  preveni fires  from 
starting and  spreading  from  the  sources 
identified  in  the  safety and  health 
document. 
Provision  must  be  made  for  fast  and 
effective  fire-fighting. 
Workplaces  must  be  equipped  with 
appropriate  fire·fighting  equipment  and, 
as necessary,  with  fire detectors  and 
alarm systems. 
Non-automatic  fire-fighting  equipment 
must  be  casi ly  accessible  and· simple  to 
use  and,  where  necessary,  protected  from 
damage. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(Z)(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
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5.4.4  A fire protection plan d«tailing  the 
precautions  to  be  taken,  in  accordance 
,with  Articles  3,  4,  5  end  6  of  this 
~irective,  to  protect  against,  detect  and 
combat  the  ~tbreak end  spread  of  fires 
~st be  kept  on  site  . 
5.4.5  The  fire·fil~ting equlpaent  5USt  be 
Indicated  by  signs  in  accordance  with  the 
national  regulations  transposing 
Directive 92/ ...  /fEC(,O)  i~to  ~aw, 
Such  signs  must  be  placed at  appropriate 
points  and  be  made  to  last. 
6.  EXPLOSIVES  AND  INITIATING  DEVICES 
Operations  involving  the  storage, 
transport  and  use  of  explosives  and 
initiating devices  must  be  carried out  by 
duly  authorized  and  competent  persons. 
Such  operations  must  be  organized  and 
performed  in  such  a  way  that  there  is  no 
risk  to  workers. 
7.  TRAFFIC  ROUTES 
7.1  It  must  be  possible  to  reach  workplaces 
without  danger  and  leave  them  quickly  and 
safely  in  an  emergency. 
7.2  Traffic  routes,  including stairs,  fixed 
ladders  and  loading  bays  and  ramps,  must 
be  calculated,  dimensioned  and  located  to 
ensure  easy,  safe  and  appropriate  access 
for  pedestrians  or  vehicles  in  such  a  way 
as  not  to  endanger  workers  employed  in 
the  vicinity of  these  traffic  routes. 
7.3  Routes  used  for  pedestrian  traffic  and/or 
goods  traffic  must  be  dimensioned  in 
accordance  with  the  number. of  potential 
u•ers  and  the  type  of  undertaking. 
If  means  of  transport  are  used  on  traffic 
routes,  a  sufficient  safet,y  clearance 
must  be  provided  for  pedestrians. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2}(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the common 
.  pGis it  ion  remains  unchanged) . 
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7.4  Sufficient  cl~arance must. be· allowed 
between vehicle  traffic routes  and  doors, 
gates,  passages·; for  pedestri.ens, 
corridors  and' sta.i rcases:  •. 
7'.6 
Traffic: and' access' routes. must  be  c:learly 
identifi-ed· for.  the. protection of· workers. 
Where: veh i c.tes  or· machines  enter· 
workplaces,  traffic. r.egulati.ons  must  be. 
est·abl.i'shed  as  necessary  ... 
8.  OUTDOOR  WORKPLACES 
8·.1  Workstat.i·ons;. t.raf.f:i c.  routes- and  other 
areas: or.·  i.'nscta U at ions. outdoors  which. are· 
occupied. or.  used: by;  the. workers·  fil, the 
cours~ of· thejr activity must  b~ 
or.gani'zed· in: such· a  wav.  tha.t:  pedes-trians· 
and  veh i cl:es  can: c i rcul'at.e:. safe.l.y,. 
8~2  Workplace• outdoors  must  be  adequately 
lit  by  ar.t.ificial  Lighting· if:"daylight. is· 
not  adequat'e  .. 
8.3.  IJhen  workers-,are· employed. at  wor-kstations 
outdoors,_  such· worlcs.tat ions; must  as  far.·· 
as· posstble: be  arranged' so  th'et  workers: 
(e). are pl"otected  against  inclement 
wea.ther  condit•ions  and  if"necessary. 
agains-t'  falt.i·ng· objec.ts;· 
( b')' a·re  not exposed  to· harmful  noise. 
levets. nor-· to  harmful·  external 
infLuences·. such  as· gases,  vapours  or 
dust;; 
(c·r are. able· to·  l·eav.e  their  workstations. 
swiftly in-the  event of  danger  or  er.e. 
able  t~ be ·rapidlY. assisted; 
(d). cannot  slip or  fall .. 
9';.  DANGER·  AREAS. 
9~J  Oang~r areas  must  be  clearly  indicated. 
Of no 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d} 
alternative text  is shown,  the· common 
position remains· unchanged} •. 
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under  Article 149(2)(d) 
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9.2  lf  the  workplaces  contain  danger  areas  in 
which,  owing  to  the nature  of  the  work, 
there  a·re  risks  inclUding  that  of  the 
worker ·or  Objects  felling,  the places 
IIIUit  ~  equipped,  as  far  as possible, 
with  devices  preventing  UMutkoriud 
workers  from  enterint  those  areas. 
9.3  Appropriate  measures  must  be  taken  to 
protect  workers  authori1ed  to  enter 
danger  areas. 
10.  EMERGENCY  ROUTES  AND  EXITS 
10.1  In  the  event  of  danger,  it  must  be 
possi.ble  for  workers  to  evacuate  all 
workstations  quickly  and  as  safely as 
possible. 
10.2  Emergency  routes  and  exits must  remain 
clear  and  lead  by  the  most  direct _means 
to  the  open  air  or  to  a  safe area,  a  safe 
assembly  point  or  a  safe evacuation 
point. 
10.3  The  number,  distribution  and  dimensions 
of  the  emergency  routes  and  exits  depend 
on  the  use,  equipment  and  dimensions  of 
the  workplaces  and  the  maximum  number  of 
persons  that  may  be  present. 
10.4  Emergency  doors  must  open  outwards. 
Emergency  doors  should  not  be  so  locked 
or  fastened  that  they  cannot  be  easily 
and  immediately  opened  by  any  person  who 
may  require  to  use  them  in  an  emergency. 
10.5  Emergency  doors  must  not  be  locked. 
The  emergency  routes  and  exits,  and  the 
traffic  routes  and  doors  giving  access  to 
them,  must  be  free  from  obstruction  so 
that  they  can  be  used  at  any  time  without 
hindrance. 
l--~'---------~------·---------------l.-----·--- -·--------· -··- -··· 
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10.6  Emergency  routes  and  exits  requiring 
illumination must  be  provided  with 
emergency -lighting  of  adequate  intensity 




Spec if  i'c  emergency  routes  and  exits  must 
be  indicated  by-s~gns  in  a~cordance with 
the  n~tional  regulations  transposing 
Directive 92/58/EEC(10),  into  law. 
MEANS  OF  EVACUATION  AND  ESCAPE 
~orkers must  be  trained  in  the 
appropriate  actions  to  be  taken  in 
emergencies. 
11.2  Rescue  equipment  must  be  provided at 
readily  accessible  and  appropriately 
sited places  and  kept  ready  for  use  and 
must  be  indicated by  signs  in  accordance 
~ith the  natJonal  regulations  transposing 
Directive 92/58/EEC(lO)  into  law. 
12.  SAFETY  DRILLS 
Safety driils must  be  held  at  regular 
intervals at  all  workplaces  at  which 
workers  are  usually  present. 
The  main  purpose  of  such  drills  is  to 
uain and  check  the skills  of  workers  to 
whom  specific  duties  have  been  assigned-
i~ the  event  of  emergency  involving  the 
use,  handling  or  operation  of  emergency 
equipment. 
~here appropriate,  workers  should  also  be 
drilled  in  the correct  use,  handling  or 
operation of  that  equipment. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Art.icle  149(2)(d). 
{If  no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
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13.  FIRST  AID  FACILITIES 
13.1  First ·aid  equipment  must  be  available  in 
all  places  where  working  conditions 
require  it  and  must.be  appropriate  to  the 
operation. 
13.2 
This  equipment  must  be  indicated  by 
suitable signs  and  easily accessible. 
One  or  more  first  aid  rooms  must  be 
provided  where  the  size of  the  premises, 
type  of  activity being  carried out  and 
frequency  of  accidents  so dictate. 
Clearly  visible  first-aid  instruction  in 
the  event  of  accidents  must  be  displayed 
in  these  rooms. 
13.3  First-aid  rooms  must  be  fitted  with 
essential  first-aid  installations  and 
equipment  and  be  easily accessible  to 
stretchers. 
They  must  be  signposted  in  accordance 
with  the  national  regulations  transposing 
Directive  92/58/EEc<1Dl  into  law. 
13.4  In  addition,  first-aid  equipment  must  be 
available  in  all  places  where  working 
conditions  require  it. 
This  equipment  must  be  suitably marked 
and  easily accessible. 
13.5  A sufficient  number  of  workers  must  be 
trained  in  the  use  of  the  first-aid 
equipment  provided. 
14.  NATURAL  AND  ARTIFICIAL  LIGHTING 
14.1  Every  workplace  must  be  provided 
throughout  with  lighting  capable  of 
supplying  illumination sufficient  to 
ensure  the  health  and  safety  of  persons 
therein. 
--------------
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article 149(2)(d) 
(If  no  alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
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Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no alternative text  is  shown,  the common 
position  remai·ns  unchangedl. 
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1'4.2  .workplaces  must  as  far  as  possible 
14 .. 3 
rece~ve sufftcient  natural  light·and,. 
bear:ing  in mind  the  climatic  c;ond.itions, 
be  equipped  with  artjficial }•ghting  for 
the.  protection of  workers'  safety· ancl 
health. 
Lighting  installations  in  rOOtRS· 
conta-ining· workplaces  and'-in.passageways 
must  be  pLaced  in .such  a.  way  .that  the 
t-ype·  of  l igh·ting. does  no.t  present  a  risk 
of  ace i dent  to  w"orkei'"S. 
l4.4  Workplaces  in  which  workers  are exposed 
to  risks  in the  event  of  failure  of 
artificia·l  lighting must  be provided with 
eme~gency  lighting  of  adequate  intensity. 
Where  th.at  is  impossible,  workers  must  be  , 
provided  with  personal  lamps. 
·l5.  SANHARY  INSTALLATIONS 
15.1  Changing  rooms  and  lockers 
15.1.1  Appropriate  changing  rooms  must  be 
provided  for  workers  if  they  have  to  wear 
special  work  clothes  and  where,  for 
reasons  of  healt~ or  propriety,  they 
cannot  be  expected  to  change  in  another 
room. 
Changing  rooms.must  be  easily accessible, 
I 
be  of  sufficieht  capacity and be  provided 
with  seating. 
15.1.2  Changing  rooms  must  be  sufficiently  large 
and  have  facilities  to  enable  each  worker 
to  Lock  away  his/her  clothes  during 
working  hours. 
If  circumstance~ so  require  (e.g. 
dangerous substances,  humidity,  dirt), 
lockers  for  work  clothes  must  be  separate 
from  those  for  ordinary clothes. 
Provis.ion  must  be. made  to  enable  wet  work 
clothes  to  be  dried. 
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15.1.3  Provision  must  be  made  for  separate 
changing  rooms  or  separate  use  of 
changing  roo~s  for  men  and  women. 
15.1.4  If  changing  rooms  are  not  required  under 
15.1.1,  each  worker  must  be  provided  wfth 
a  place  to  store his/her  clothes. 
15.2  Showers  and  washbasins 
15.2.1  Adequate  and  suitable  showers  must  be 
provided  for  workers  if  required-by  the 
nature  of  the  work  or  for  health  reasons. 
Provision  must  be  made  for  separate 
shower  rooms  or  separate  use  of  shower 
rooms  for  men  and  women. 
15.2.2  The  shower  rooms  must 'be  sufficiently 
large  to  permit  each  worker  to  wash 
without  hindrance  in  conditions  of  an 
appropriate  standard  of  hygiene. 
The  showers  must  be  equipped  with  hot  and 
cold  water. 
15.2.3  ~here showers  are  not  required  under  the 
first  subparagraph  of  15.2.1,  adequate 
and  suitable  washbasins  with  hot  and cold 
water  must  be  provided  in  the vicinity of 
the  workstations  and  the  changing  rooms. 
Such  washbasins  must  be  separate  for,  or 
used  separately  by,  men  and  women  when  so 
required  for  reasons  of  propriety. 
15.3  Lavatories  and  ~ashbasins 
Separate facilities  must  be  provided  in 
the  vicinity  of  workstations,  rest  rooms, 
changi~g rooms  nnd  rooms  housing  showers 
·or  washbasins,  with  an  adequate  number  of 
lavatories  and  washbasins. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article  149(2)(d) 
(If  no  alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
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Provision must  be  made  for  separate 
lavatories  or  separate  use  of  lavatories 
for  men  and  women, 
In  the  case of  underground mineral-
extracting  industries,  the sanitary 
~nstallations referred to  in  this section· 
may  be  located on  the  surface. 
16.  OVERBURDEN  DUMPS  AND  OTHER  TIPS 
17. 
Oveljburden  dumps,  spoil· heaps  and  other 
tips,  as  well  as  settling  lagoons,  must 
be  designed,  constructed,  operated  and 
maintained  in  such  a  way  as-to ensure 
that  stability; as  well  as  the safety and 
health  of  workers. 
ANCILLARY  SURFACE  INSTALLATIONS 
(ADDITIONAL  SPECIAL  PROVISIONS) 
17.1  Stability and  solidity 
~orkplaces must  be  designed,  constructed, 
erected,  operated,  supervised  and 
maintained  to  withstand  the  environmental 
forces  anticipated. 
They  must  have  a  structure  and  solidity 
appropriate  to  the  nature  of  their  use. 
17.2  Floors,  walls,  cpilings  and  roofs  of 
rooms 
.,  . 
17.2.1  The  floors  of  workplaces  must  have  no 
dangerous  bumps,  holes  or  slopes  and  must· 
be  fixed,  stable  and  not  slippery. 
~orkplaces containing  workstations  mu~t 
be  adequately  insulated against  heat; 
bearing  in  mi~d the  ti~e of  undertaki~g 
involved  and  the  physical  activit;  o~ the 
workers. 
17.2.2  The  surfaces  of  floors,  walls  and 
ceilings  in  rooms  must  be  such  that  they 
can  be  cleaned  or  refurbished  to  an 
appropriate  standard  of  hygiene. 
-~  ...  :· 
Re-examined proposal 
under Article 149(Z)(d) 
(If no-alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
. ·,. 
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17.2.3  Transparent  or  translucent  walls,  in 
particular all-glass partitions,  in  rooms 
or  in  the  vicinity  of  workplaces  and 
traff-ic  routes  must  be  clearly  indicated 
and  made  of  safety material  or  be 
shielded  from  such  places  or  traffic 
routes  to  prevent  workers  from  coming 
into contact  with  walls  or  being  injured 
should  the  walls  shatter. 
17.2.4  Access  to  roofs  made  of  materials  of 
insufficient  strength  must  not  be 
permitted  unless  equipment  is  provided  to 
ensure  that  the  work  can  be  carried out 
in  a  safe manner. 
17.3  Room  dimensions  ~nd air  space  in  rooms 
freedom  of  movement  at  the  workstation 
17.3.1  Workrooms  must  have  sufficient  surface 
area,  height  and  air space  to  allow 
workers  to  perform  their  work  without 
risk  to  their  safety; health  or  well-
being. 
17.3.2  The  dimensions  of  the  unoccupied  area  at 
the  workstations  must  allow  workers 
sufficient  freedom  of  movement  and  enable 
them  to  perform  their  work  safely. 
17.4  Windows  and  skylights 
17.4.1  Windows,  skylights  and  ventilation 
devices  which  are  meant  to  be  opened, 
adjusted  or  secured  must  be  designed  so 
that  these  operations  can  be carried out 
safely.  ·-. 
~ 
They  must  not  be  positioned  so  as  to 
constitute  a  hazard  to  workers  when  open. 
17.4.2  It  must  be  possible  to  clean  windows  and 
skylights  without  risk. 
17.5  Doors  and  gates 
····---------------
under  Article  149(2)(d) 
(If  no  alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
-----~~~-i_t_l_·o-~ _r~a_i~-s-~~~-~-anged~. ________ ~ 
I 
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17.5.1  The  position,  number  and  dimensions  of 
doors  and  gates,  and  the  materials  used 
in  their construction,  are  determined oy 
the. nature  and-use  of  the  rooms  or  areas. 
17.5~2  Transparent  doors  must  be  appropriately 
marked  at  a  conspicuous  l•vel~ 
17.5.3  Swing  doors  and  gates  must  be  transparent 
or  have  see-through  panels. 
17.5.4  If  transparent  or  translucent  surfaces  in· 
doors  and gates  are  not  made.  of  safety 
material  and  if  there  is  a  d•nger  that 
workers  may  be  injured  if  a  door  or  gate 
should  shatter,  the  surfaces  must  be 
protected  against  breakage. 
17.5,5  Sliding doors  must  be  fitted with  a 
safety device  to  prevent  them  from  being 
derailed  and  falling  ove~ unexpectedly. 
17.5.6  Doors  and  gates  opening  upwards  must  be 
fitted  with  a  mechanism  to  secure  them 
against  falling  back  unexpectedly. 
17.5.7  Doors: along  escape  routes  must  be 
appropriately  marked. 
It  must  be  possible  to  open  them  from  the 
inside  at  any  time  without  special 
assistance. 
It  must  be  possible  to  open  the  doors 
when  the  workplaces  are  occupied. 
17.5.8  Doors  for  pedestrians must  be  provided  in 
the  immediate  vicinity of  any  gates 
intended essentially  for  vehicle  traffic, 
unless  it  is  safe  for  pedestrians  to  pass 
through;  such  doors  must  be  clearly 
marked  and  left  permanently  unobstructed. 
17.5.9  Mechanical  doors  and  gates  must  function 
without  risk  of  accident  to  workers. 
Re- eAamined· proposa.l· 
under  Article 149(2)(d) 
(If  no  alternative text  i·s  shown,  the: common 
position remains. unch'anged)'_ 
-------------------·-·-----·-----__] 
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.  They  ~ust  be  fitted with  easily 
identifiable  and  accessible  emergency 
shut-down  devices  and,  unl•ss  they  open 
automatically  in  the  event  of  a  power 
failure,  it  must  also  be  possible  to  open 
them  manually. 
Ventilation  of  enclosed  workplaces 
17.6.1  Steps  shall  be  taken  to  ensure  that  there 
is  sufficient  fresh  ait  in  enclosed 
workplaces,  having  regard  to  the  working 
methods  used  and  the  physical  demands 
placed  on  the  workers. 
If  a  forced  ventilation system  is  used, 
it  must  be  maintained  in  working  order. 
Any  break  down  must  be  indicated  by  a 
control  system  where  this  is  necessary 
for  workers'  health. 
17.6.2  If air-conditioning  or  mechanical 
ventilation  installations are used,  they 
must  operate  in  such  a  way  that  workers 
are  not  exposed  to draughts  which·cause 
discomfort. 
Any  deposit  or  dirt  likely  to  create  an 
immediate  danger  to  the  health  of  workers 
by  polluting  the  atmosphere  must  be 
removed  without  delay. 
17.7  Room  temperature 
17.7.1  During  working  hours,  the  temperature  in 
rooms  containing  workstations  must  be 
suitable  for  human  beings,  having  regard 
to  the  working  methods  being  used  and  the 
physi~al  demands  placed  on  the  workers. 
17.7.2  The  temperature  in  rest  areas,  rooms  for 
duty  staff,  sanitary facilities,  canteens 
and  first  aid  rooms  must  be  appropriate 
to  the  particular  purpose  of  such  areas. 
17.7.3  Yindows,  skylights  and  glass  partitions 
should  allow  excessive  effects  of 
sunlight_ in  workplaces  to  be  avoided, 
having  regard  for  the  nature  of. the  work 
and  of  the  workplace~ 
Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article  149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged) . 
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Re-examined  proposal 
under  Article 149(2)(d) 
(If  no alternati·ve  text  is-shown,  "the-cannon 
position remains ·unchanged). 
---------------------------------+---------------------------! 
17.8  Rest  rooms 
17_B.1  ~here the safety or  health  of  workers,  in 
particular  because  of  the  type  of 
activity carried out  or  the presence  of 
more  than  a  certain number  of  empboyees, 
so  requires,  -workers  must  be  provided 
·with  an  easily accessible  rest  room. 
Thi~ provision does  not  apply  if  the 
workers  are  employed  in offices  or 
similar  workrooms  providing  equivalent 
relaxation during  breaks. 
17.8.2  Rest  rooms  must  be  large  ~nough and 
equipped  with  an  adequate  number  of 
tables and  seats  with  backs  for  the 
number  of  workers. 
17.-8.3  In  rest -rooms  appropr.iate  measures  must 
be·  introduced  for  the  protection of -non-
smokers  against  discomtor~ caused  by 
-·tobacco  smoke. 
1·7.8.-4  If  wor-king  hours  are regularly- and 
frcquent~y in~errupted and  there  is  no 
rest  room,  other  rooms  must  be  provtded 
in  whi'ch  workers  can  sta.y  during  such 
interrupt ions,  -wherever  this  is  required. 
for  the safety or  heaLth  of  ~orkers_ 
18. 
~ppropriate· measures  should  be-_taken  J~r 
·the ,protect-ion of  non-smokers -agai ns.t 
d·i scomlort  caused  by •tobacco  smoke  .. 
"PREGNANT  110M EN  AND -·NURS.I NG  MOTHERS 
Pregnant  women  and  nursi-ng  mothers  must 
be  a_ble  to  lie down  ·to  rest  i-n 
appropriate  cond·i t-ions. 
1'9.  OJ.SABL'-ED  ~ORKERS 
~orkplaccs must  ~e organized  to  take 
-account  o'f  disabled  workers,  i-f 
nece.ssary. 
L  __ --------------------------T------------------------,----, 
COIDIIIOn  pos1 t ion-adopted by  the 
CGuncil  on  24  ~wne 1992 
T~is prQvisions  applies  in particular  te 
the doors,  passageways,  staircases, 
showers,  washbasins,  lavato-ries  and 
workstations  used  or  occupied directly by 
disabled  workers. 
Part  1:  S.pecial  minimum  requi.rements  B'Pfllica-ble 




W~thout prejudice  to  Article 3(2),  the 
en1ployer  who,  in  accordance  with  nati_onal 
legislation and/or  practice,  is 
responsible  for  the  workplace  covered  by 
this  Part  B must  ensure  that  the  safety 
and  health  document  shows  that  all 
relevant  measures  have  been  taken  to 
protect  the  safety and  health  of  workers 
in  both  normal  and  critical  situations. 
1.2  The  safety and  health  document  must  be 
brought  up  to date  regularly  and  be 
available  for  inspection at  the 
workplace. 
Work  must  be  carried  out  in  accordance 
with  the  safety  and  health  document. 
2.  OPERATION 
2.1  Work  must  be  planned  takin~  into  account 
the  elements  of  the  safety  and  health 
document  which:concern  the  risks  of  falls 
or  slips  of  ground. 
Consequently,  as  a  preventive  measure, 
the  height  and  slope  of  overburden~ 
stripping  and  extraction  faces  must  be 
appropriate  to  the  nature  and  stability 
of  the  ground  and  the  methods  of  working. 
-Re-examined proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If  no  alternative text  is shown,  the  common 
position remains  unchanged). 
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2. 2.  Benches  andi hau'l  .roads  must  be  stabLe 
enough  for  the plant  ~sed. 
2·.3 
They  must  be  const•·uctcd· and -maintained 
i.n  such  a  wa.y.  that  plant  can. be  moved 
safely. 
Before  the  start  or  restart-~f work, 
stripping and  extrac-tion• faces  above  work 
areas  or. haut  road•  must  be  checked ior 
~oose  ground~r rocks. 
Sealing must .:be  carr·ied out  where 
I 
necessary. 
2.4  Faces  and .tips must  not  be  worked  -in  such 
a  way  that jns-tabitity is .created•. 
Part ·c:  ·specia.l  minimum Tequirements  applicable. 
to• underground- m-ineral -extracting 
industries 
1.  GENERAl 
1.~.  Without 9rejudice to Article 3(2},  the 
employer ·who,- .i·n  accordance :with  nati ona·l 
legislat--ion· and/or--,prac-ti·ce,  is 
responsible for  the·workp1ace  covered  by 
this Part  C must  ensure  that  the  safety 
and  heal.th ·documen.t ·shows  that  all 
relevant  measures  have  been  taken  to 
pro.tect  the  safety and  health  of  wor.kers 
in  both  normal  and·,·cr-itical  s-i.tuations. 
1.2  The  safety  and  health  document  must  be 
brought  up to  date .regularly  and  be 
available  e  for  insp~ction at  the 
workplace. 
Work  must. be  car~ied out  in  accordance 
w·i th  the safety  and  hea.l th  document. 
(If no  alternative text •is  shown,  the  co11211on  · 
position remains  unchanged). 
To  this  end  the  document  must: 
a}  ident-ify  sources  of  specifi-c  h·azards 
related  to  the  wor·kplace. and  any 
activities  pursued  there,  which  are 
liable  to  cause  accidents  ~hich could 
have  serious  consequences  fo~  the  safety 
and  health  o'f  th·e  workeFs  concerned; 
Page  29 0 
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2.  PLANS  OF  UNDERGROUND  ~ORKINGS 
2.1  Plans  of  underground  workings  drawn  to  a 
scale  which  provides  a  clear 
representation  must  be  prepared. 
In  addition  to  roadways  and  winning 
areas,  they  must  show  the  known  features 
which  may  influence  working  and  safety. 
They  must  be  readily accessible  and  must 
be  kept  for  as  long  as  is  necessary  for 
safety purposes. 
2.2  Plans  of  underground  workings  must  be 
brought  up  to  date  periodically  and  held 
available at  the  workplace. 
3.  OUTLETS 
All  underground  workings  must  have  access 
to  the  surface  vin  at  least  two  separate 
outlets  which  arc  soundly  constructed  and 
readily  accessible  to  underground 
workers. 
Mechanical  manwinding  or  manriding 
·facilities must  be  available  for  these 
outlets  if  considerable  physical  effort 
is  involved  in  negotiating  them. 
4.  WORKINGS 
Re-examined  proposal 
WAder  Article  t49(2)(d) 
(If  AO  alternative  teKt  is shewn,  the common 
position remains  unchanged). 
b)  evaluate  the  risks  arising  from  the 
sOYrces  of  specific  hazard  referred  to  in 
a); 
C)  d~onstrate  t~at  adequate  precaution~ 
have  been  taken  to  avoid  the  accidents 
referred  to  in  a),  to_  restrict  the  imp;act 
o~  accidents  and  to  permit  effective  ! 
controlled  evacuation  of  the  workplace  in 
cr"itical  situations; 
d)  demonstrate  that  the  management  system  is 
adequate  to  comply  with  the  provisions 
of Directive !9/391/EEC  and  this 
Directive  in  both  normal  and  critical 
situations. 
I 
-----·  ___ j 
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IJork i ngs·- where  underground: work  is 
carri·ed: out· mus:t  be,  cons·t:ructed,. 
operated,  equ.i.pped·andmaintained  so  that 
workers  can  wo.rk- and  move,  in- them· wi'th  a 
minimum· oJ·  d.slc.. 
Roadways .m~:~st  be  si.g_nposted, to  help 
workers.  to  f.i.nd:  their  way  about·. the 
work i:ngs. 
~- TRANSPORT 
5. 1'  T r.anspor t·  f:ac i· \.i t:i.es  must.  be  ins  t a l'.l.ed, 
operated. and,ma.intai.ned  in• such  a  way_  as 
to  ensur~ the safety  and  hea!th  of 
dri·ver:s,,  users  and· other persons  in  th·e 
v i'c.i ni'.ty .. 
5.2  Mechani-cal  manwinding, or- manriding 
faci·.Liti:~s·mus.t'be  proP.erLy  instalLed and. 
used  in accordance  w.i th· wrft ten 
ins  t ruc.t fons:.  . 
6.  SUPPORT  AND  GROUND  ST'AB ILl  TY 
Support  mus.t:  be, prov.ided· as  soon  as 
possible after  excavation,  except  where 
the  stability of  the  ground. makes  i-t 
unnecessary  f~r the saf~ty of workeFs. 
Support  must  be  installed  i~ accordance 
w-ith· plans  and  writ.ten  i.nstructions. 
IJork ing_s  accessi'blc  to  workers  must- be 
i.nspected  regularly  for·  ground: s:tabi l.Lty,, 
and. support  maintained acc·ordingly .. 
7.  VEN J· I tAT·! ON. 
7.1  All  underground  working  to  which  access 
is  permitted must  be· ventilated  in  an 
appropriate manner. 
Continuous  ventilation must be  provided 
t.o  ma-inta-in,.  w-ith  an  adequate  safety. 
margin: 
a  heal thy  iltmosphe.rc; 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
Of no alternative text  is  shown,.  the  conraon 
position remains  unchanged)·. 
I 
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an  atmosphere  in  which  the  risks  of 
explosion  and  respirable dust  are 
kept  under  control; 
an  atmosphere  in  which  working 
conditions  are  adequate  while  work  is 
in progress,  having  regard  to  the 
working  methods  being  used  and  the 
.. physical  demands  placed on  the 
workers. 
7.2  Where  the  requirements  of  7.1  cannot  be 
met  by  natural  ventilation,  the main 
ventilation must  be  provided  by.means  of 
one  or  more  mechanical  .fans .. 
7.3 
Steps must  be  taken  to ensure stable and 
-:continuous  ventilation. 
The  depression  of  the main  fans  must  be 
monitored continuously,  and  an  automatic 
alarm must  indicate. unscheduled 
.stoppages  • 
The  ventilation parameters must  be 
measured  periodically and  recorded. 
A 'ventilation plan  containing  the 
pertinent details of  the  ventilation 
system must  be  prepared,  brought  up  to 
date periodically and  held  available at 
the workplace. 
8.  GASSY  MINES 
8.1  An-underground  working  is  regarded  as 
'gassy  if  fir~damp is  likely  t~ be 
·released  in such  a  quantity  that  the  risk 
of  formation  of  an  explosive  atmosphere_ 
cannot  be  excluded. 
8.2  The  main  ventilation must  be  provided by 
'one or  more  mechanical  fans. 
8.3  Working  must  proceed  taking  account  of 
·firedamp  ~mission.·· 
Steps must .be  taken  to  eliminate as  far 
as  po-ssible  the  risks  arising fr-
!iredamp. 
.•. 
Re_-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If  no  alternative text  is  shown,  the common 
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8.4  Auxiliary  ventilatio_n must  be  limited  to 
development  and' salvage _work  and to 
places  with  a  direct  connection  to  the 
main  vent i l a·t ion current. 
8.5 
Production  workings  may  be ventilated by 
auxil~ary  sys~ems only  if  appropriate 
additional  measures  are  taken  to  ensure 
the  safety and  health  of  workers. 
The  ventilation measurements  referred  to 
under  7.3  must  be  supplemented  by 
firedamp  determinations. 
Where  required  by  the  safety and  health 
document,  firedamp  levels  must  also  be 
continuously  monitored  in  return  airways 
from  production  units  using  mechanized 
extraction "or  underwinning  and  at  the 
head  ends  of  mechanized  blind  end 
workings. 
8.6  Only  explosives  and  initiating devices 
specifically  for  gassy  mines  may  be  used. 
8.7  The  provisions  of  5.1.2  of  Part  A are 
replaced  as  follows: 
smoking,  carrying  tobacco  for  smoking 
and  any  objects  which  may  be  used.  to 
produce  a  flame  are  prohibited. 
Flame  cutting,' welding  and  other 
similar operations  are permitted-only 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
position remains  unchanged). 
·The·  vent i.ll!t ion  measuremen.t~  ..  referred  to 
under  7.3  must  be  supp_l,emented  by 
.J, 
f i redam·p  de_terminations._, 
F.i red  amp  l eve.ts  mus_t, a l s.o  be  cent i nuous l y 
monitored ·in .re.t.urn  airways,  from 
production units  using  mechanized 
extr.action  or- underwi,pning,.and  at  the 
·.,head  ends. ()f.  mechanizE\~ _blind  end 
-work.i,ngs,  ir:'  accordan(;e  with  the criteria 
laid down  in  the  sat,~~~and health 
document. 
in  excepti ona_l  circumstances  and'  ·.  •  .-• 
subject  t~ specific  measures  ensuring  ·~  ~ 
the  safety and  health  of  the  workers. 
9.  FLAMMABLE  DUSTS 
9.1  Coal  mines  are  conside~ed to  be 
susceptible  to  flammable  dusts  except 
where  the  safety  and  health  ~ocument 
shows  that  none  of  the  ~earns  being  worked 
contains  dust  liable  to  propagate  an 
explosion. 
9.  ~l~~~~!~ FLAMMABLE  DUSTS 
···-·  ---- ·- --~---- -----------~------------------"------------------------...J 
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·  In  mines  with  flammable  dusts  the 
provisions  of  8.6  and  8.7 of  this  Part  C 
apply  mutatis  mutandis. 
Steps  must  be  taken  to  reduce  flammable 
dust  deposits,  and  to  remove,  neutraljze 
or  bind  the  same. 
Propagation  of  flammable  dust  and/or 
firedamp  explosions  which  are  liable to 
trigger  further  flammable  dust -exp_losions 
must  be  limited by  installing a  system of 
explosion barriers. 
The  location of  such  explosion barriers 
must  be  indicated  in  a  document  which  is 
brought  up  to date periodically,and held 
available at  the  workplace. 
GAS  OUTBURSTS,  ROCKBURSTS  AND  WATER 
INRUSHES  : ., 
10.1  In  zones  susceptible to gas  outbursts 
with  or  without  the projection of 
minerals  or  roi~.- rockbursts  or  water 
inrushes,  an  operating  plan must  be  drawn 
up  and  implemented  so  as  to ensure,  as 
far  as  possible,  a  safe  system of  work 
and  the  protection of-workers. 
10.2  _Measures  must  be  taken  to  identify risk 
zones,  protect  workers  in  ~orkings 
approaching,or  traversing  these  zones, 
and  control  the  risks. 
11.  FIRES,  COMBUSTIONS  AND  HEATING$ 
11.  Provisions must ·be  made  for  the 
prevention and,  where  appropriate,  the 
early detection of  spontaneous 
combustion. 
11.2  Flammable  materials  taken  into 
un~erground workings  must  lllle  limited  to 
the  ~uantities which  are strictly 
nec.essary. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If no  alternati_ve  text  is shown,  the  co111111on 
position remains  unchanged). 
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.common_position adopted  by. the 
C.ounci l  on.  24  June  1992 
. ,.: 
12.  PRECAUTIONS  FOR  WITHDRAWAL  OF  WORKERS 
So  that  the.y  can  wjthdraw  in safety, 
workers  must.  where  necessary,  ti·~ 
provided  ~ith self-rescue  respiratory 
pratection devices,which  they  must  always 
keep  within  their  ~each. 
Workers  must  be  trained  in  the  use  of 
these devices. 
These  devices  must  remain  at  th~ site and 
be  checked  regularly  to  ensure.that  they 
are  in  good  condition: 
13.  LIGHTING 
The  provisions  of  section 14  of  Part· A 
are  replaced  as  follows: 
Workers  must  be  provided with  a 
suitable personal  lamp. 
Workstations  must  ~s far  as  possible 
be  equipped  with  artificial  lighting 
adequate  for  the  protection of 
workers'  safety  and  health. 
Lighting  installations must  be  ~laced 
in  such  a  way  that  there  is  no  risk 
of  accident  to  workers  as  a  result  of 
the  type  of  lighting  fitted. 
Re-examined  proposal 
under Article 149(2)(d) 
(If  no  alternative text  is  shown,  the  common 
position  remains  unchanged). 
·11.3  When  it js,necessary  to  u~e  fluids 
(hydraulic  fluids)  tor  mechanical ,hydrostatic 
and/or  hydrokinetic  power  transmission,  fire-
resistant  fluids  mus~  be.used  wherever  practical 
.to  .. preyent  the,risk-of  _fire  and  its  propagation.  ;_ 
These  fluids  (hydraulic  fluids)  must  comply  with 
Hr'-e .res.i.stance  specifi.cations  and  testing  ,7 
·conditi-ons  aflp ·.with  health  criteria. 
When  mi-nera:l.  oHs .,are :u1ied  fo.r:  the  mechanical 
power  transmissi·on,. addit'ional  presautions  must 
be  taken  to  prevent  the  increased  risk  of  fire 
ahd .its  p~opagat~on  . 
114.  UNDERGROUND  WORKFORCE  ACCOUNTING 
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Common  pos1t1on  adopted  by  the 
~ouncil  on  24  June  1992 
It  must  be  po~sible to  know  who  is  under 
ground  at  any  time. 
Re-examined proposal 
under  Article  149(2)(d) 
(If  no  a:t ternative  text  is shown,  the  c011111on 
position  remains  unchanged). 
15.  :RESCUE  ORGANISATION 










In order  to  enab-le  suitable action  to  be 
talc:en  rapidly  and  effectiv-ely  in  the 
event  of  a  major  incident,  an  adequate 
rescue  organisation·must  be  s·et  up. 
"The .rescue _organisation·must,  in  order  to 
be  abte  to  act  at  any  site where 
underground  extraction or  exploratory 
w·arki·ngs  are  in  progress,  have  suffi-cient 
trained  rescue -workers  and  adequate 
rescue  equipment  at  its disposal. 
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